MINUTES OF DISCUSSION HELD ON 15.01.2019 AT 11.30 A.M. REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION OF RATIONALISED TIMING IN BHUBANESWAR/CUTTACK-DHENKANAL-BANARPAL-ANGUL/TALCHER/FCI ROUTE UNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF TRANSPORT COMMISSIONER, ODISHA.

The following representatives on behalf of Private Bus Owners’ Association, Cuttack/Dhenkanal/Angul & Talcher were present in response to the notice issued vide this office letter No. 342/TC, dtd. 08.01.2019.

1. Shri Bibhuti Bhusan Jethy, President Cuttack
2. Shri Ajaya Kumar Barik, Secretary Cuttack
3. Shri Laxmiprasanna Tripathy, Operator Cuttack
4. Shri Bibekananda Khandai, Operator Cuttack
5. Shri Shrikant Kumar Pani, President Talcher
6. Shri Debabrata Mohanty, Operator Dhenkanal
7. Shri Pradipta Kumar Nath, Operator Dhenkanal
8. Shri Sanjay Kumar Mishra, Operator Dhenkanal
9. Shri Santosh Kumar Mishra, Secretary Angul

After discussion, the following decisions are taken:-

i) The halting time at Dhenkanal is to be enhanced to 08 minutes instead of 06 minutes.

ii) 41 nos. of objections received in this office will be examined on case to case basis and disposed of on its own merit.

iii) After complying the objections, a rectified revised rationalized timing will be published for implementation.

iv) Rationalized timing will be implemented within **Fifteen days** of the meeting.

v) After implementation of rectified rationalized timing, priority will be given to the existing permit holders/operators for change of slots if any on merit within **Thirty days** of implementation.

vi) **At Cuttack Bus stand**:

   ❖ Category-A and Category-B vehicles will have one Bay.
   ❖ Category-C will have separate Bay.

Chairman, STA.